MEDIA IMAGE GALLERY IN VISUAL COMPOSER

Image grids is a great way of showing a collection of photos in a grid pattern. Let’s now try to add
media grid element using the backend editor of Visual Composer.

BACKEND EDITOR OF VISUAL COMPOSER

Step 1: Select the Media Grid element

After clicking the + icon from the page and row you want it to be seen, the Element box will popup. Select Media Grid element. If you’re having a hard time finding the Media Grid, you can click
on the Content tab or search “Media Grid” in the search box at the upper right side of the Element
box.

Step 2: Select the images that you want to add in the grid

Let’s now select 9 images to be part of our image gallery. At the bottom of the Add Images box, we
can see the images that we have selected. Also, if images are still need to be uploaded, click on the
Uploads Files tab and upload the files you want.

Step 3: Add the images to the media grid

Once done, click Add Images button to add your chosen images to the media grid.

Step 4: Edit some properties
As shown in the image below, the images that we have selected is now added in the gallery. These
are also some of the properties that we can manipulate inside the Media Grid setting.

For this example, we have 3 per row since we’ve got 9 images inside your grid. For the gap, we have
10 pixels. For initial loading animation, we have fadeIn. Once done, click Save Changes and
preview your updated page.

Step 5: Update changes

After adding the images and customizing the properties, click the Update button to apply your
changes.

Output

As you can see, we have our 3- grid element per row grid. The neat part about this is you can click
on the picture to view it in a bigger size.

Image in the lightbox

After clicking the image, it will be placed inside the lightbox. You can now see the image in great
details. For your convenience, you can also see other images by hovering over the picture and click
on the navigation bar or you can select the image located at the bottom of the lightbox.

